BEAUTY IN THE BRAIN

A

new branch of science is neuroaesthetics. But what expectations can
the creator of new things in the world have
of brain research?
Nature is anxious to preserve species as
they exist. Humankind, in contrast, is anxious to preserve human nature in change.
As it controls behaviour, is the brain also the
controlling instance in the creative process?
The aim of neauroaesthetics is to study
sensations when viewing art as well as the
creative processes in the creation of a work
of art. Are there laws upon which aesthetic
perceptions are based?
Aesthetic sensations can arise simply
when seeing but also from learning, thinking or cognition. The last of these is the case
when art is not defined by beauty alone but
also by its content – thinking then occurs in
the brain. In this infinitely complex nexus,
concealed connections not perceived by the
eye are formed. The area of the brain where
judgements are formed from this basis is,
in evolutionary terms, a young part of the
cerebral cortex immediately above the eyes.
With beauty, we say it is a matter of opinion, i.e. that it is subjective. But there are
also objective judgements, including such
that are evolutionarily founded. Based on
knowledge available today, a sense of beauty
only evolved 40,000 years ago with the first
man made artworks. This was when humans
began to create figurines, they painted pictures on cave walls and invented jewellery. It
was not until 2004 that a group of scientists
realised that this was connected with the development of the frontal lobe of the brain.

Art and Truth
A ceramic work that is good because it
follows a function is premeditated, prescribed, not free. Even the crazy teapot is
reminiscent of the tradition of the bowl
that holds water. On the wings of the imagination, the idea displaces tradition. For
the freedom of the idea, tradition is too
cramped. In the digital age, maintaining
tradition is not being abolished; instead,
everything is being integrated – preserving
and changing, craft and art. But it is the new
that steps forward. Brain research contributes to this by measuring brainwaves. This is
unprecedented: the art brain is not the brain
that life requires but it is rather the understanding that the organisation of the brain
brings forth with its 100 trillion links from
5.8 million kilometres of neural pathways.
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What a world within us!
The nerves transmit signals into regions with
judgements that are more
diverse than those of the
eye, and that are concealed from the eye. That
is the essence of abstract
art. It is a feature of the
Modernism.
And truth? Experiments with test subjects
in whom it had been determined which areas of
the brain were activated
by sense stimuli through
measuring electric impulses in the brain, led
to the interesting result
that judging beautiful and
not beautiful activates the Neuroaesthetics. What a world within us!
same areas of the brain glaze painting, 2017. 66 x 66 cm
as judging true and false:
“Yes, it is thus”, “That is true”. Beauty and for comparison with the wealth of forms in
truth are connected in the brain.
art. “Art forms” in nature and abstract images of nature were created. In a similar way
music and mathematics can stimulate artisIdea Generation
Working creatively in ceramics is usu- tic experiments. Computer graphics forms a
ally based on intuition. It comes from the wide area for the creation of virtual realities,
unconscious mind and from the gift of be- i.e. a world that is not real but that appears
ing able to make a good decision sponta- so, which demands study. Human curiosity
neously without having to understand the is always directed towards observations that
context, from a gut feeling. According to go beyond what can be seen with the naked
an old cliché, women have a stronger sense eye.
of intuition than men. However, there is no
sound scientific evidence for this. The only
Creating and Evaluating
area where women may be superior to men
In the evolution of life, vision developed
in this respect is in the rapid perception of around a million years earlier than the huemotional states in others. Some research- man language system. This is why the image,
ers go as far as to claim that from birth, the i.e. art, has a more intense expressive power
women’s brains are calibrated for empathy than language. This is not the improvement
(E brain), whereas men rather tend to inter- of vision intended through “learning to see”
pret the world systematically (S brain).
but instead a cerebral activity that has deIn contrast to generating ideas from in- veloped for longer and thus further. As the
tuition, the ideas of art are generated on a visual image draws upon the brain’s store
scientific basis. The border areas between of relationships, it says more than words.
established fields of knowledge have great The artist can be guided by a vision if they
creative potential and promote innovation. think more than they see. This is where abThis is where science searches for ways to stract art comes from. If the observer dissolve its problems, and this kind of activity covers something behind the image, it becorresponds exactly to idea generation in comes an intellectual experience for them.
art. In both cases it comes down to creativ- With information stored in many different
ity and imagination, less to knowledge and areas, the brain also harbours the potenskill. Areas in which art takes up scientific tial for originality and innovation. During
findings and uses them for creative ends thinking, the large store of information
awaken special interest. Thus images from in the brain adduces similarities, linking
microphotography suggested themselves seemingly unconnected thoughts, creating

unpredictable virtual realities and making
creativity possible.
However interesting the context may be,
we want to know what of this we can use
for our work. This brings us back to beauty
again, the benefits of beauty in the everyday
biological world and for humans. In evolutionary terms, first of all it is a signal for
promising mating. In humans, the beauty
of the face is a promise in the choice of
partner. External beauty catches the eye. A
matter for the eye, the window on the soul.
No one who has experienced being deeply
moved by beauty will ever again dismiss it as
superficial. This is true not only for people
but for things. Interest has taken control of
it. No longer is it Immanuel Kant’s disinterested pleasure. Nevertheless we should not
think less of it for this. Research has shown
that attractive faces are a sign of good genes
but also that beautiful stimuli stimulate the
structures in our brain in optimum fashion.
Evolution did not treat beauty preferentially. Habituation and boredom would
work against that. Instead, a whole range
of variations reveals itself in art. Beauty
as a criterion long ago disappeared from
art. In the 18th century, ideal beauty still
dominated. Then in the 20th century, art
extended its borders to include stimulating content. In the process, art appreciation
went through several stages of development
in which works like Marcel Duchamp’s
Fountain had to be comprehended as art.
People derived more pleasure from interesting and stimulating works increased and
led to a value judgement based on emotion
and to an aesthetic feeling, to pleasure and
a sense of well-being, which stimulates the
parts of the brain that trigger positive sensations and reward structures. Beauty is thus a
promise of happiness.

What art can achieve
Art works can be interesting because
they convey insights. This is regarded as
the most important function of all in major works of art, although they have an intrinsic sense and value, but that is only the
aesthetic value. Conveying insights is an
extrinsic purpose in art. Art without any
specific purpose can also have an aesthetic
value but that is meaningless for life in general. It is the kind of art that is renowned for
being imaginative. What is more important
is the enhanced attention elicited by meaning. Promising new research approaches on

the contemplation of art
no longer focus on pleasing the viewer, on beauty
and harmony. Instead the
artwork has to leave it to
the viewer to complete it.
Something that one does
not see.
Insights conveyed by
art are different from
those in science. They
are not knowledge but
cognition, an added gain
to knowledge. A purely
aesthetic concept of art
does not achieve this.
If however we see it as a
particular achievement of
art that it is able to convey
significant content, then
it has a special meaning Beauty lies behind the beautiful. Glaze painting and bas-relief. 2005.
for life, a meaning that 33x33 cm.
goes beyond the sphere of
art.
Neuroaesthetic studies have shown that
art works affect certain regions of the viewer’s brain. The greater the viewer’s experience of art, the stronger the impulses. This
means that the gain depends on the level.
This moves upwards into what is known
as knowledge society, in which art that can
convey insights is becoming more and more
important.
The brain is not simply a receiver of impulses but it is also capable of spontaneous
activity. It is creative and inventive. Children
prove that artistic potential is not acquired
because from an early age they engage in
play acting and enter fantasy worlds. Ultimately everything is random and unpredictable. It is this randomness that allows
the brain its extraordinary freedom.
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